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Introduction

The following report provides a summary of the  Committee activities in line with the values of the
Slow Food movement.

EVENT OVERVIEW

On-line Big table

Because of the restrictions imposed by the  Coronavirus pandemic this year, activities have been very
limited and scattered throughout the year. The First half of the year, we only had on-line events.

The popular Big Table "residencies" series at selected Slow Food inspired restaurants resumed in
February with s first online supper hosted by Contini restaurant. Carina Contini talked about her

family origins and showed participants how to make gnocchi, which was the main course of the

menu proposed for the evening delivered to members.

We were able to organise another online Big Table in April. This time it was hosted by Slow Food
Cooks' Alliance Chef Steve Brown and included a vivid conversation around the role of our food
heritage has to play in the future of cooking and eating. The menu showcased seasonal and local
ingredients from Belhaven Smokehouse, Mossgiel family farm, Errington Dairy and Peelham farm.

Sourdough September

At the end of September, and following the relaxation of the restrictions imposed by the pandemic,
we could organise the first in-person event at Granton Community Garden. As part of the Real Bread
Campaign, this event included a visit to the gardens and talks from Lisa and Ruby from Granton
Community Bakery who bakes healthy, local and affordable sourdough bread to the community.  The
aim of the visit was to see the work of the garden volunteers, and the reasons why they grow
heritage grains like Granton “Rouge D’Ecosse” wheat, a unique and resilient local grain. The visit gave
the chance to taste Granton sourdough bread and some of the other produce grown in the gardens,
all cooked by Slow Food Edinburgh Secretary Lucia Ortisi.

COP 26

In preparation for the 26th UN climate change conference held in Glasgow this month, a number of

initiatives were proposed by Slow Food Convivia in the UK to highlight the need to mitigate climate
change effects rapidly and sustainably.



Edinburgh chose to focus on Crofting, a traditional form of land tenure unique to the Highlands and

the Islands of Scotland. The online event presented a talk by Scottish Crofting federation CEO, Patrick

Krause, and Senior Features writer for The Herald, Vicky Allan.

Slow Food Meat-Up with Mac Duff

SFE organised another live event in collaboration with a new Slow Food prospective member,
MacDuff butchers. The event took place at Bonnie & Wild, St.James Quarter, featured outstanding
meat prepared by .

Good for you Good for the Earth: The Mediterranean Diet

On the occasion of the World Week of Italian Cuisine, SFE in collaboration with the Consulate
General of Italy, The Italian Institute of Culture and the Italian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
for the UK organised an event to celebrate the Mediterranean Diet.

MEMBERSHIP AND NEW SUPPORTERS

The membership this year has seen a slow but progressive decline which is a cause for concern. It is a
problem occurring all across the UK and it is exacerbated by the pandemic. The situation isn’t critical,
however, it needs to be addressed and we need to find new strategies to improve membership.

New candidate MacDuff has shown strong interest in joining Slow Food thanks to the hard work of
Steve Brown and Walter Mowat but, due to the financial recovery caused by the pandemic, haven’t
yet committed.

Campaigns

Slow Food Edinburgh joined the NOT in MY SUPERMARKET campaign to raise awareness about the
genetically engineered food sold in supermarkets. The campaign, coordinated alongside NGOs and
farmers, was directed to UK largest supermarkets and major food retailers.

Ark of Taste and Heritage Projects

The Edinburgh group continues to promote the Scottish Ark of Taste, managed by Wendy Barrie and
this year's initiative “Adopt an Ark of Taste fruit tree” has been part of our contribution to COP 26
climate focused themes.



Financial report (see receipts and expenditure account attached – Annex A)

During the year, SFE Committee member Federica Rigoselli assumed a caretaker role for the bank.

From the previous AGM, there were a few transactions with no income from membership received.
This is due to the pandemic and a consequent decrease in membership in the period (current
membership 78).

Expenditure was greater than income by a sum of £48.8 (due to domain costs) though the state of
reserves is healthy with over £9,000 banked.
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ANNEX A
SLOW FOOD EDINBURGH ACCOUNTS 2020-21

(2020-21
)

Income

Memberships from SFiUK
0

(includes supporter members)

Donations
0

Events income (guest payments)

Granton Community Garden
0

16

16

Expenditure

Running costs - IONOS
64.8



Equipment purchase

64.8

EXCESS OF EXPENDITURE OVER INCOME
48.8

Balance in Community Account at October
2021:

£9,356.32

Note: Slow Food Africa €900 donation still to be transferred to
Slow Food International


